
Neighbourhood Plan  Action Group - Vision Statement 

_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
(Adopted pro tem by LLRA Management Committee at meeting 20 June 2019; adapted as 
draft for approval by NAPG at meeting 27 June 2019.) 
 
 
LLRA ADOPTED VISION STATEMENT 
 

1 - PLACE 
Over the next 20 years and beyond, Long Leys will continue to develop as an 
attractive, distinctive and principally residential area, surrounded by valued green 
areas supporting wildlife, with the feeling of a village connected to the city of Lincoln.  
It will set ever higher standards in innovative, sustainable, well serviced living, whilst 
retaining its unique qualities. 
 
2 - PEOPLE 
Long Leys will continue to enable residents and visitors to cooperate to enjoy an 
inclusive, diverse, supportive community; and to take pride in the continuing 
development of a safe, peaceful, and caring home for present and future generations.  
(101 words) 

 
WITH NPAG AMENDS AT 2 JULY 2019 
 
Purpose of change: to make more explicit the 'hooks' that lead to health and fitness, activity 
in general (inc. cycling), supporting a community infrastructure (eg. a meeting hall, plus...), 
and the creation of a 'village centre' with all appropriate facilities (eg. retail). 
 

1 - PLACE 
Over the next 20 years and beyond, Long Leys aims to develop as an attractive, 
distinctive and predominantly residential area, with the feeling of a village, connected 
to the City of Lincoln.  A centre will provide opportunities for retail and other service 
and social infrastructure, with safe traffic-free access and exercise routes, surrounded 
by valued green areas for recreation and supporting wildlife.  It will set ever higher 
standards in innovative, sustainable living, whilst retaining its unique qualities. 
 
2 - PEOPLE 
Long Leys will enable residents and visitors to enjoy a diverse, active and supportive 
community spirit; and will take pride in the continuing development of a safe, peaceful, 
healthy and caring home for present and future generations. 
(120 words) 

 
 


